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Introduction

Consider simple random sampling without replacement, in
two phases, from a population of N units.for which the main and
auxiliary characters y and x have population means T and X, res
pectively. Let us suppose that S', based on a .first phase sample of
size is the mean estimator of X, and x, y, based on a second
phase sample of size n, are the mean estimators of X, T respectively.
For estimating f, we projpose the RPD estimator

YRPD=ix'lxf{Y+.^Oi^-x"')}

where k, p and a are some appropriate constants.

We observe that, in double sampling, ysPD reduces to ratio
estimator ym=y(x'lx)for k=i, a=0,
product estimator fpd=y(xlx') for &= —1, a=0,
difference estimator yi)(?=y-tp (x—x') for k=0, a=l

Bias and Mean Square Error

We evaluate the sampling bias and mean square error of
yuPD to the first degree of approximation (i.e. upto the terms oforder
0(n-i)). Let

e„=(y-f)lT,et={x-X)IX,e[ ={x'-X)IX

so that, evidently

E{eo)=o=Eie{)=E{e'̂ ),:E(_el )=(//«)4 ,-

Eiel )=(fln)Cl,Eie'^)=if'ln')iCl , E(eoex)=iflnyCyCx,

•E{eoei')=(,f'lnyCYCx and E(eiei')=(f'In') C\
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where

f={.N-n)IN,f'^{N~n')IN, Cy(=5i'/F) and Cx i=SxlX)
are the coefficients of variation of y, x, respectively and r is the
coefficient of correlation betvi'een them. Also, define

C'-^rCrlCx, i?=f/Z and B=rSylSx

It is assumed that the sample is large enough to make | eo | ,
I ei I and I 1 sufficiently small to justify the first degree of

approximation wherein we ignore the terms involving e's in degree
greater than two. We have

E{yRPD)=E[{{\ + ei')/(1+ 1+ eo)+P(Z)''((1 + e^Y
-a-ei')")}]

which gives, on expansion in powers of e's and simplification, to the
first degree of approxination

Bias (yi?i'fl)=(l/«-l/n') [Tk {C^ (k+l)l2—rCYCx}

+ ?iXy a{ia-l)l2-k} Cl ] .. (2.1)

It is clear that, for suitable choice of a and k, the bias will be
negligible for sufficiently large n.

Again, we have

MSE(yspd)=E(yrpd—

which gives, on expension in powers of e's and simplification, to the
first degree of approximation

M5£(yfiPZ))=(l/n-l/n'){(f)2(C^ +k^cl -IkrCrCx)

+2^ariX)'' {-kC^ +rCrCx)}

+(/'/«') ...(2.2)

From (2.2) we get at once

MSEifm)=(1 /rt-1In') (f)2(C^ + cl - IrCyCx)

+ if'ln')(fycl ...(2.3)

MSEiypd)={lln-lln'){f)\cl + +2rCYCx)

+(f'/n')(T)^cl ...(2.4)
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MSE{yDd)=illn-lln'){i^HXy +2& ^T X) rCyCx)

. ,+(//») ...(2.5)

COMPARISON OF Srpd WITH OTHER ESTIMATORS

We give below the conditions under which, the mean square
error of yspD is less than that of ratio, product of difference estimator
in double sampling.

y

From (2.2) and (2.3) we have
MSE iyRPD) < MSE (y«) .

(it^-l) R^-2 (jfc-1) RB+a^?>^ (Z2)('-i'+2flP (B-kR)
(Z)<«-i)<0 ...(3.1)

From.(2.2) and (2.4) wehave .

MSE (yrpd) < MSE (yp«)

(fc2-l) R^-2 (fc+ l)RB+a' (^)2 'o-i'+2flP {B-kR)
(j)(o-i)<0 ...(3.2)

And from (2.2) and (2.5) we have , ,,
MSEivRPD) < MSE{fDd)

pa (a2 (X)2 («-i)_l)+2P (a (5-fci?).{f)
' +fc2i?2_2fci?S)<0 '

if

if

if

SUBCLASS OF RPD ESTIMATORS

' We observe that the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and.(3.3) may be
Simplified considerably by suitable choice of k pand a.
tion, we take /c=l, P=1and k=l, P=-l and consider the followmg
two sub-classes of RPD estimators ;

and

yH==(^7^)

Substituting fc=l, p=l in (3.1) we have
MSE{Y*)<MSEiyRd)

if {Xf '''-i)+2a {B—R) iXY''-- '̂><0
or .

if ' a {a+2CB-R)iX)^^-''̂ )<0
the condition (4.1) reducesJo

rCr!Cx>1-am iX) d-"') for fii<Q

^ ..:(4.1)

•,;.(4.2)
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and

if

or

if

and

rCylCx<}-al (IR for a>0

Again, substituting A:=l, 0=-i in (3.1) we have
MSE < MSE ifita)

a2 (£)2(a-i)_2a (B-H) (Z)(''-iJ)<o

a(a-2(£-Ji)(J)a-'>)cO
The condition (4.4) reduces to

rCr/Cx> I +a/(2R (X) <!-">) for a>0

rCr/Cx<l+a/(2J{(X)a-<") for o<0

CONCLUDING REMARKS

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

The efficiency conditions (4.2), (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) contain the
quantity fl/(2i? (Z)'i-")) which can be made negligible for suitable

choice ofa. Due to the negligibility of , the conditions

(4.2), (4.5) practically become -^->1 and conditions (4.3), (4.6)
practically become rCr/Cx<l. It is now clear that knowing whether
rC/y _ ,IS less or greater than unity we can choose 7* or y*, which
will be better than y£a. Analogously, we may also choose i?PZ>
estimators which are better than ypd and yod in practical sitxiations.

SUMMARY

A generalized estimator for estimating population mean, using
observations on an auxiliary variable, is given for simple random
sampling without replacement in two phases, ofwhich the usual ratio,
product and difference estimators in double sampling are special'
cases. The conditions for which the generalized estimator is better
than the other estimators are obtained.
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